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“Mind Control with Silent Sound and Super Computers.”

 The mind-altering mechanism is based on a subliminal carrier technology : the 
Silent Sound Spread Spectrum (SSSS), sometimes called “S-quad” or “Squad”. It was 
developed by Dr. Oliver Lowery of Norcross Georgia and is described in US Patent 
#5,159,703, “Silent Subliminal Presentation System”, dated October 27th 1992. 

The Abstract for the patent reads: “A silent communications system in which 
non-aural carriers, in the very low or very high audio-frequency range or in the 
adjacent ultrasonic frequency spectrum are amplitude- or frequency-modulated with 
the desired intelligence and propagated acoustically or vibrationally, for 
inducement into the brain, typically through the use of loudspeakers, earphones, or 
piezoelectric transducers. 
The modulated carriers may be transmitted directly in real time or may be 
conveniently recorded and stored on mechanical, magnetic, or optical media for 
delayed or repeated transmission to the listener.” According to literature by Silent
Sounds, Inc., it is now possible, using supercomputers, to analyze human emotional 
EEG patterns and replicate them, then store these “emotion signature clusters” on 
another computer and, at will, “silently induce and change the emotional state in a 
human being”. 

Silent Sounds, Inc. states that it is interested only in positive emotions, but the 
military is not so limited. That this is a US Department of Defense project is 
obvious. Edward Tilton, President of Silent Sounds, Inc., says that about S-quad in 
a letter dated December 13, 1996:  “Al schematics, however, have been classified by 
the US Government and we are not allowed to reveal the exact details… … we make 
tapes and CDs for the German Government, even the former Soviet Union countries!  
All with the permission of the US State Department, of course… The system was used 
throughout Operation Desert Storm (Iraq in the First Gulf War) quite successfully.” 

Weapons that are barred from use against the worst enemies are very soon used 
against citizens by the local police departments. 

CLONING THE EMOTIONS WITH SUPER COMPUTERS the graphic illustration, “Induced Alpha 
to Theta Biofeedback Cluster Movement”, which accompanies the literature, is labeled
“#AB 116-394-95 UNCLASSIFIED” and is an output from “the world’s most versatile and 
most sensitive electroencephalograph (EEG) machine”. It has a gain capability of 
200,000, as compared to other EEG machines in use which have gain capability of 
approximately 50,000. It is software-driven by the “fastest of computers” using a 
noise-nulling technology similar to that used by nuclear submarines for detecting 
small objects underwater at extreme range. 

The purpose of all this high technology is to plot display a moving cluster of 
periodic brainwave signals. The illustration shows an EEG display from a single 
individual, taken of left and right hemispheres simultaneously. By using these 
computer-enhanced EEGs, scientist can identify and isolate the brain’s low-amplitude
“emotion signature clusters”, synthesize them and store them or another computer. In
other words, by studying the subtle characteristic brainwave patterns that occur 
when a subject experiences a particular emotion, scientists have been able to 
identify the concomitant brainwave pattern and can now duplicate it. These clusters 
are then placed on the Silent Sound [TM] carrier frequencies and will silently 
trigger the occurrence of the same basic emotion in another human being!  Imagine 
what the governments could do with that. 

There is a lot more involved here than simple subliminal sound systems. There are 
numerous patented technologies which can be piggybacked individually or collectively
onto a carrier frequency to elicit all kinds of effects. One is direct microwave 
induction into the brain of the subject, limited to short-range operations. The 
other, as described above, utilizes ordinary radio and television carrier 
frequencies (Those frequencies freed up by the HDTV all digital conversion and sold 
off by the FCC to multinational corporations in 2009). Far from necessarily being 
used as a weapon against a person, the system does have limitless positive 
applications. However, the fact that the sounds are subliminal makes them virtually 
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undetectable and possibly dangerous to the general public. 

In more conventional use, the Silent Sounds Subliminal System (SSSS) might utilize 
voice commands, e.g. , as an adjunt to security systems. Beneath the musical 
broadcast that you hear in stores and shopping malls may be a hidden message which 
exhorts against shoplifting. (Also in the grocery stores and department stores there
are messages to buy certain products that are harmful to senior citizens and 
children)  And while voice commands alone are powerful, when the subliminal 
presentation system carries cloned emotional signatures, the result is overwhelming.

KGB Psychotronics; This technology did not spring up overnight. It has a long 
history of development and denials of development by the US Government and probably 
half of the other governments of the world as well. We know that the former Soviet 
Union was actively engaged in this type of research (Since 1903). In a previous 
article we reported that during the 1970’s the Soviet KGB developed a Psychtronic 
Influence System (PIS) that was used to turn soldiers into programmable ‘human 
weapons’. The system employed a combination of high frequency radio-waves and 
hypnosis. The PIS project was begun in response to a similar training scheme 
launched in the US by President Carter, according to Yuri Malin, former security 
adviser to USSR President Gorbachev. 

In 1975 the (United Nations ) General Assembly considered a draft first proposed by 
the Soviet Union: (Actually the United Nations General Assembly prohibit any form of
manipulation of a human being ) “Prohibition of the Development and Manufacture of 
New Types of Weapons of Mass Destruction and New Systems of Such Weapons”. In 1979 
the Soviet Union added a list of some types of potential weapons of mass 
destruction: Radiological weapons (using radioactive materials [ depleted uranium] 
which could produce harmful effects similar to those of a nuclear explosion- 
Particle beam weapons, based on charged or neural particles , to affect biological 
targets. Infrasonic acoustic radiation weapons- Electromagnetic weapons operating at
certain radio-frequency radiations which could have injurious effects on human 
organs (including the brain and mind control). 

The secrecy involved in the development of the electromagnetic mind-altering 
technology reflects the tremendous power that is inherent in it. To put it bluntly, 
whoever controls this technology can control the minds of men- all men (and all 
women, and all animals, all insects, all birds, all reptiles). 

There are documents that the (Hijacked) US government has plans to extend the range 
of this technology to envelop all peoples, all countries. This can be accomplished, 
is being accomplished, by utilizing the nearly completed HAARP project for overseas 
areas and the GWEN network now in place in the US. The US Government (Now fully 
controlled by the mega corporations, bankers, secret societies, CIA the NSA and 
more) denies all of this. 

Dr. Michael Persinger is a Professor of Psychology and Neuroscience at Laurentian 
University, Ontario Canada; “Temporal lobe stimulation,” he said, “can evoke the 
feeling of a presence, disorientation, and perceptual irregularities. It can 
activate images stored in the subject’s memory, including nightmares and monsters 
that are normally suppressed. “ Dr Persinger wrote an article a few years ago, 
titled “On the Possibility of Directly Accessing Every Human Brain by 
Electromagnetic induction of Fundamental Algorithms”. The abstract reads: 
“Contemporary neuroscience suggests the existence of fundamental algorithms by which
all sensory transduction is translated into an intrinsic, brain-specific code. 
Direct stimulation of these codes within the human temporal or limbic cortices by 
applied electromagnetic patterns may require energy levels which are within the 
range of both geomagnetic activity and contemporary communication networks. A 
process which is coupled to the narrow band of brain temperature could allow all 
normal human brains to be affected by a sub-harmonic whose frequency range at about 
10 Hz (10 cycles a second) would only vary by 0.1 Hz (0.1 cycles a second). He 
concludes the article with this: “Within the last two decades a potential has 
emerged which was improbable, but which is now marginally feasible. This potential 
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is the technical capability to influence directly the major portion of the 
approximately six billion brains of human species, without mediation through 
classical sensory modalities, by generating neural information within a physical 
medium within which all members of the species are immersed. 
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